TO: SUPERINTENDENT'S QUALITY REVIEW COUNCIL:

Autera, Jennifer/TA        Duffy, Tom/H&C        Nocerino, Stephanie/DW
Barrett, Margaret/PTA      Fiore, Vincent/SHS    O'Leary, Steve/HS/WBAA
Campasano, Lucy/BOE       Germano, Charles/TA   Palazzo, Dee/PARA-CSEA
Carere, Jennifer/SA        Granieri, Lisa/JHS    Payne, Scott/AD
Connolly, Kelly/HS         Hanley, Shawn/AD     Peragine, Jessica/JFK
Cotter, Christina/SB      Hoffman, Jennifer/DW   Psarakis, Michele/BO
Craig, Amanda/FA           Howard, Lou/HS        Spinelli, Anthony/HS
Curcio, Gina/DW            Jonassan, Chris/JHS   Taplin, Theresa/DW
Delerme, Donna/CSEA       Mack, Michael/DW      Van Liew, Denisha/JFK
Devane, Mike/SH            Manchisi, Gayle/FA    Velez, Bryan/DW
Dell’Isola, Rob/WBTA       Montemarano, Anthony/JHS Yawney-Kohler, Jessica/JHS
Diorio, Samantha/SB       McHugh, Gwen/SA

FROM: Dr. Yiendhy Farrelly, Superintendent of Schools/Chairperson

DATE: October 19, 2020

RE: Minutes of the October 15, 2020 SQRC Meeting

1. Welcome to new SQRC members: Lucy Campasano, BOE President and Rep.; Vincent Fiore, SHS Assistant Principal; Chris Jonassan, JHS Rep.; Anthony Montemarano, JHS Assistant Principal; and Jessica Peragine, JFK Rep.
   a. Welcome and introductions were made to new members.
   b. Thank you all on behalf of all students, community members and colleagues!

2. Brief update regarding District COVID cases:
   a. Districtwide letter will be sent to the community regarding recent case.
   b. Updated Guidance Document - COVID-19 Toolkit was discussed.
   c. DOH communications have responded positively to our current COVID-19 parameters/guidelines.

3. Comments/statements regarding WB Schools Reopening Plans:
   a. No comments or statements at this time.
4. **2021-2022 Budget Update:** Michele Psarakis  
   a. 2020-21 state aid update  
      i. 20% reduction equates to approximately a $7 million decrease.  
      ii. Planning meetings will continue to be scheduled/completed.  
      iii. Update regarding State Aid is expected after 11/3/20.

5. **Building SQT Committee Updates:** Principals  
   a. No updates from the building SQT committees at this time.

6. **Future SQRC Topics:** SQRC  
   a. Topics and/or suggestions  
      i. Virtual Support building idea that would be suitable as an SQRC topic.  
      ii. SEL for staff and students.  
      iii. Overall morale and school climate.  
      iv. Mindfulness/meditation/yoga - Mrs. Granieri can guide our SQRC with some mindfulness practices.  
      v. Social Justice & Inclusivity discussions.

**2020-2021 SQRC Meeting Dates**

Thursday, December 10, 2020  
Thursday, February 11, 2021  
Thursday, May 6, 2021